The Probability of Informed Based Trading (PIN), built on a structural sequential trade model introduced in 1987 by Easley and O'Hara, has been increasingly used in empirical research in finance. However,up to now, its behavior around corporate events has not been really investigated (at our knowledge). We present in this work a first set of results around mergers and acquisitions on a sample of 141 operations that take place on Euronext Paris during the period 1995-2000. As our results are surprising (the PIN decreases before the event and increases after), we investigate the PIN by a simulation work in an attempt to a better understanding of its behavior. Results confirm that some concerns can be raised about the real capacity of the PIN to capture the presence of informed based trading, at least around major corporate events.
Introduction
propose a technique to infer the probability of information-based (PIN) trading from information contained in trade data. This technique is built on a structural sequential trade model developed in O'Hara (1987, 1992) . Originally, this technique is used to investigate whether the differences in information-based trading can explain observed differences in spreads for active and infrequently traded stocks. The most important empirical result is that the probability of informed trading is negatively related to firm size. Since this paper, the PIN method has subsequently been adopted to address a variety of issues in empirical finance: the practice of payment for order flow (Easley et al.,1996a) ; the information content of the time between trades (Easley et al., 1997a) ; the importance of trade size (Easley et al., 1997b) ; analyst coverage (Easley et al., 1998) ; the order flow in an electronic market (Brown et al., 1999) ; the difference between dealer and auction markets (Heidle and Huang, 1999) ; the difference between non-anonymous traditional floor trading system and anonymous computerized trading system (Grammig et al., 2001 ).
The initial goal of this paper is to analyze the behavior of the PIN around corporate event announcements. Indeed, up to now, it seems that there is no evidence (at least at our knowledge) about the PIN around such announcements. The corporate event announcement that we propose to study is the one of mergers and acquisitions.
The use of a sample of business combination announcements to study informed trading is motivated by the fact that these operations are known to have a large price impact around the announcement data (see the classical reference of Jensen and Ruback, 1983) . In this context, private information strategy can be very rewarding and therefore very tempting. Consequently, if the PIN really measures information-based trading, we expect the PIN estimated before the announcement day to be greater than the one measured after. Unfortunately, we obtain surprising results. The cross-sectional average of the estimated PIN is lower for the period before the announcement day than after.
At the light of this surprising result, we attempt to investigate more in depth the PIN behavior. The initial question is whether it could be that the PIN would not capture the presence of informed based trading. The answer is clear. As the PIN is obtained by the estimation of unobservable parameters (such as e.g. the arrival rate of informed trade), such a possibility can not be ruled out. Could it be that our sample is very specific and can not be compared to the one used in other empirical works? We replicate the test introduced in Easley et al. (2001b) , where the authors study the relation between the PIN based predicted opening spread and the observed one. We find qualitatively similar results during the estimation window (but not around the corporate event). In an attempt to better understand the PIN behavior, we then realize some simulation works. We first simply progressively increase the total volume on the market, anything else being kept constant (in particular, the nature of the trades that take place on the market). Our results show a systematic increase of the PIN. We see no informed based argument justifying such a result. We then play with the number of buys to number of sells ratio. The obtained results are somewhat more satisfactory but, curiously, the PIN seems to exhibit an asymmetric behavior, being more sensitive to increase in the buys. All of this leads us to raise some serious concerns on the use of the PIN to capture informed based trading, at least around major corporate events. This paper is organized as follows. In section 2, we present the structural sequential trade model developed by Easley and O'Hara to infer the PIN from information contained in trade data. We also provide the most important empirical results known up to now. Section 3 focuses on the behavior of the PIN around merger and acquisition announcements on the French Market. Section 4 is devoted to further investigations, especially the implemented simulation work. Section 5 concludes.
2 The Probability of informed trading Easley et al. (1996b) develop and empirically implement a structural model that builds on O'Hara (1987, 1992) . In the sequel we describe this model. Individuals trade a single risky asset and money with a competitive risk neutral market maker. The market maker quotes bid and ask prices for one unit of the risky asset. Trades arise from market buy and sell orders submitted by a large number of traders. A fraction of these traders is potentially informed.
The Model
Time within the trading day is indexed by t[0, T ], trading days are indexed by i [1, I] . Prior to the beginning of the trading day, nature determines whether an information event takes place. Information events are assumed to be independent across days and to occur with probability α. If no information event takes place the asset value is V * i . If an information event occurs, the asset value is V b i < V * i with probability δ and V g i > V * i with probability 1 − δ. The asset value is revealed at the end of the trading day.
There are two groups of traders. Uninformed traders neither know the 3 asset value nor do they observe whether an information event occurred. They trade for liquidity reasons. Informed traders know whether an information event took place and observe the true asset value. They buy assets when the value is high and sell when the value is low. This implies that they do not trade when there was no information event. On any day, arrivals of uninformed buyers and uninformed sellers are determined by independent Poisson processes. Uninformed buyers and uninformed sellers each arrive at rate where this rate is defined per minute of the trading day. On days for which information events have occurred, informed traders also arrive. Another assumption of the model is that all informed traders are risk neutral and competitive. If a trader observes a good signal, then the profit maximizing trade is to buy the stock; conversely, he will sell it if he observes a bad signal. The arrival rates of informed traders on days with information event are µ. All of these arrival processes are assumed to be independent.
The tree given in figure 1 describes the structure of the trading process. At the first node of the tree, nature selects whether an information event occurs. If an event occurs, nature then determines if it is a good news or bad news. Nodes to the left of the dotted line occur once per day.
The market maker does not observe whether an information event occurred or not, but they do know the unconditional probabilities of the information events and the order arrival rates. Throughout the trading day he uses Bayes' rule to update his beliefs about the occurrence of information events. For example, after a buyer-initiated transaction, he will revise the probability assigned to a positive information event upwards. Because days are independent, we can analyze the evolution of his beliefs separately on each day. Let P (t) = {P n (t), P b (t), P g (t)} be the market maker's prior belief about the events "no news" (n), "bad news" (b), and "good news" (g) at time t 1 . Let S t denote that a sell order arrives at time t; similarly B t represents a buy order at time t. Thus, P (t|S t ) is the market maker's updates belief conditional on the history prior to time t and on the event that a sell order arrives at t. The market maker's posterior probability on no news if a sell order arrives P n (t|S t ) can consequently be derived by application of the Bayes' rule:
The posterior probability on bad news P b (t|S t ) and on good news P g (t|S t )
1 For example, the market maker's prior belief at time 0 is given by
is derived in the same way:
The market maker sets bid and ask prices b(t) and a(t) equal to the conditional expectation of the asset value, given that the next trade is sellerinitiated and buyer-initiated, respectively:
Note that the prior expected value of the asset at time t is:
We can rewrite the bid-ask spread s(t) as
where P I Buy (t) (P I Sell (t)) are the conditional probabilities that the next buyer-initiated (seller-initiated) trade is information-motivated. The spread at time t is thus equal to the probability that a buy is information based times the expected loss to an informed buyer, plus a symmetric term for sells. The probability that any trade that occurs at time t is informationbased is the average of the probability of an information-based sell and the probability of an information-based buy, weighted by the probability that the next transaction is buyer-or seller-initiated, respectively:
At the opening, using the unconditional probabilities, the probability of information-based trading is given by
Easley et al. (1996b) propose a method to estimate the model parameters Θ = {α, δ, , µ}. These parameters can be used to obtain an estimate of the unconditional probability P I(0) to encounter an informed trader. The likelihood of observing B buys and S sells on a bad-event day of total time T is given by:
We can compute similarly LI b (B, S) and LI n (B, S). The overall likelihood of observing B buys and S sells for a single trading day is:
where B and S represent total buy trades and sell trades for the day respectively, and T corresponds to the total time (in minute) of a single trading day. Since days are independent, across the I trading days the likelihood to maximize with regard to T is the following:
Maximization of (12) with respect to the parameter vector Θ yields maximum likelihood estimates of the parameters of interest. This model allows us to use observable data on the number of buys and sells per day to make inferences about unobservable information events and the division of trade between informed and uninformed. Since the probabilities α and δ are defined on a scale from 0 to 1, we estimate unrestricted parameters and convert them via a logit transform into economically interpretable probabilities. Standard errors of the transformed coefficients are calculated using the delta method 2 . Easley et al. (1997) has shown that a sixty-day trading window is sufficient to allow reasonably precise estimation of the parameters.
Some Empirical Evidences
This section provides some empirical results obtained by using the probability of informed trading. We will see that the model initially developed by Easley and O'Hara has been used to address a variety of issues in empirical finance.
One of the most important results in this literature is probably the one provided by Easley, Kiefer, O'Hara and Paperman (1996b). This paper investigates whether differences in information-based trading can explain observed differences in spreads for active and infrequently traded stocks. The authors show that the probability of informed trading is lower for high volume stocks. Less active stocks face a greater risk of informed trading, and so their larger spreads are consistent with the information-based explanation of the spread. Subsequently to this result, a number of researches have been undertaken. Table 2 provides a summary of the main results. Easley et al. (1996a) use the information in the trade flow to infer any difference in information content between stock exchanges (NYSE and Cincinnati). By estimating this model on these two sites, they found that the PIN is significantly higher in New York than in Cincinnati (stocks typically employed in purchased order flow), and this difference is consistent with "cream-skimming" of orders to Cincinnati. One important issue addressed in Easley et al. (1997b) is to see whether the information content of trades differ depending on their size. They extend the model by taking into account the fact that traders can buy (sell) a large or a small quantity. They allow also the uninformed trading process to be history dependent (the stochastic process of the uninformed trade depends on the previous trade). More closely related to our work, Easley et al. (1998b) try to relate the financial analyst coverage (as a proxy for informed trading) and the PIN. They find a negative relation between the two. In fact, stocks with more analysts have more informed trade but this is not greater than the increase of uninformed trade. The authors conclude that financial analysts do not appear to create new private information. This result confirms the view that analysts' recommendations are generally based on public, rather than private information. Easley et al. (2001b) extend the initial model to allow the arrival rates of informed and uninformed trades to be time-varying and predictable. Easley et al. (2002) focus on the relation between information risk affects and cross-sectional asset returns. They present a simple model to provide the intuition for why private information affects stock returns (a more complete theoretical model is provided in Easley, O'Hara 2000). Their model concludes that between two stocks that are otherwise identical, the stock with more private information will have a larger expected excess return. Heidle and Huang (2002) examine the trading behavior in dealer and auctions markets and the effects of it on market liquidity. They investigate the degree of information asymmetry problem in dealer and auction markets and find the PIN is higher in a competing dealer market than in auction system, that trade execution costs are higher in a dealer market and that the stock liquidity is negatively correlated to the probability of informed trading.
All of this shows that the probability of informed trading has been used to address numerous issues in empirical finance. And these different results offer also an interesting observation: most of the researches use the PIN to address various kind of questions but they do not test directly if the PIN measures truly the informed trading. It is taken as granted and the PIN is used as an accurate measure of the probability of informed-trading. The main exception is the Easley et al. (2002) contribution where the relation between the spread, a measure of asymmetric information and the PIN (more exactly, a derived predicted spread obtained through the parameter estimated for the PIN) is realized. In this paper, we propose a direct test of the PIN relevance as an informed based trading indicator, using a sample of business combination announcements on the French market.
The chosen corporate event
We decide to investigate the behavior of the probability of informed-trading around a corporate event, especially around merger and acquisition announcements. We propose to estimate the PIN for a sample of business combination announcements on the French market 3 . If the PIN really measures information-based trading, we expect the cross-sectional average of the PIN estimated before the announcement day to be greater than the one measured after.
The use of a sample of business combination announcements to study informed trading is motivated by the fact that these operations are known to have a large price impact. Indeed, as such operations have a well-known significant impact on the prices of involved firms (at least of targets -see Jensen and Ruback (1983)), they represent an opportunity for informed investors to realize significant profits.
Previous result on Mergers and Acquisitions
Related to this, we know also that significant stock price run-ups prior to the takeover announcements for the target shares have been well documented in the literature (e.g., Keown. and Pinkerton, 1981; Arshadi and Eyssell, 1993; Jabbour et al., 2000) . Two main explanations have been proposed for these run-ups: the market anticipation of the takeover and the corporate insiders' activities. Jarrell and Poulsen (1989) present some evidence in support of the former but the literature gives no clear-cut answer between the two hypotheses. However more recently, Jabbour et al. (2000) using a sample of 128 Canadian acquisitions put forward a very interesting result that reconciles the two hypotheses. The early stage abnormal stock price performance is attributed to corporate insider trading while the run-up immediately prior to the takeover announcement is due to market anticipation. There are also several papers that look at the liquidity of targets around takeover announcements. They document evidence consistent with informed trading right around the day of the announcement (Jennings, 1984; Ascioglu et al., 2002 ).
Our data

Sample selection
The business combinations were selected from the database of the Directorate General for Competition (DGC), which is the European Commission's antitrust authority. We have selected only operations for which there was at least one quoted French firms involved. Another criterion is the availability of intraday market data 4 . Thus, we are able to study 141 firms. Table 1 lists the firms included in our sample with some more detailed descriptive statistics. The cross-sectional average of the daily number of transactions is 397 transactions per day and the cross-sectional average of the daily trading volume is 1 707 000 000 $. Table 3 provides for every year of our study summary statistics on the business combinations in which firms of our sample were involved. Figure 2 provides the evolution of the number of operations across years. We can see that there is an increasing number of business combinations from 1995 to 2000. The number of operations increases from 7 in 1995 to 46 in 2000.
Data sources
Daily stock prices are obtained from Datastream, which is accessed at Université de Lille 2. For announcement dates, two separate sources are checked: the financial press (Les Echos and Financial Times) and the archive of the European Commission's DGC 5 . We have also used the financial press in order to check the presence of rumors before the announcement of the specific business combination. Firms are classified in the "rumor" sub-sample if there are rumors prior to the announcement of the operation in which they are involved. On the other hand, an operation will be considered rumor-less if no mention of it can be found in the financial press during a 6-month period prior to the announcement day.
For every day of the studied period and for each stock, we use the Euronext database (BDM) to obtain intraday best quotes, orders and transaction prices. This database contains the reference information, all orders and trades for all securities traded on the "Premier Marché" and the "Second Marché" of Euronext Paris. BDM set up on January 1, 1995. Information is time-stamped to the second. To account for abnormal trading patterns 6 and procedures around the start of each day and the close of the trading day, the pre-opening and pre-closing periods of trading are excluded (Biais et al., 1999) . Hence, only trades and quotes data lying between 10:00 a.m. and 5:00 p.m. are examined although the market was open for continuous trading.
To maximize the likelihood function given in equation (12), and thus to estimate the PIN, we need the number of buys and sells on each day for each of our sample firms. In order to determine these numbers we infer trade direction (buyer-initiated or seller-initiated) for each transaction. We determine these numbers by using the Euronext database. Since the French market is an order-driven market, there is no designed market maker who has the obligation to provide liquidity. In such a context, limit order traders play a pivotal role in providing liquidity to the market. Therefore, in an order-driven market the spread corresponds to the difference between the best selling and buying limit orders. The BDM Euronext intraday database provides these limits for each trade. A transaction is classified as a buyer (seller) initiated if its price is bigger (lesser) than the mid quote (average between the corresponding best selling and buying limit orders). The used method here corresponds partially to the technique developed by Lee and Ready (1990) to infer trade direction in a quote-driven market. Grammig and Theissen (2002) has shown that trade misclassification may lead to biased results and in particular to an underestimated probability of informed trading. Nevertheless, Declerck (2000) has shown that this adapted algorithm for order-driven market does a good matching job on the Paris stock exchange. She has the opportunity to test this classification algorithm on a sample in which the initiator of the trade was known. She found 4,5% of trades misclassified. Consequently, the estimated probability of informed trading computed for our data is slightly affected by the misclassification of the trades and our conclusion will probably not change. We have matched exactly 10,866,279 transactions over the studied period. The first question that must be addressed is whether there is effectively information leaking on the market prior to public announcement of the operation. Only in this case indeed can we expect the PIN to increase before the announcement. To validate this preliminary requirement, we analyze the behavior of the two market indicators classically used by the market supervision authorities (see e.g. Garfinkel (1997) or DeMarzo et al. (1998)): the cumulative abnormal returns and the cumulative abnormal volumes 7 .
As Jarrel and Poulsen (1989) present clear evidence of rumors in the financial press before the public announcement date in a significant number of cases, we also split our sample in a rumor and a no-rumor sub-samples. To be included in the no-rumor sub samples, there must be absolutely no traces of rumors in the financial press (we check both the Financial Times and Les Echos newspapers) in the six months preceding the public announcement date.
Cumulative Abnormal Return (CAR)
In order to compute the CAR we adopt the classical event study framework (Fama et al., 1969) . We use continuously compounded returns. The simple market model is used as return generating process:
where r i,t is the return of asset i at time t, r m,t is the return of the market index at time t, α and β are the market model coefficients and i,t are the residuals. The SBF 250 Market Index is used as a proxy of the market portfolio. The estimated abnormal returns are computed as usual:
They are then averaged across the time and the sample in order to get the Cumulative Average Abnormal Return (CAAR):
We finally use the Boehmer et al. (1991) approach to build a cross-sectional test of significance in order to control for the event-induced variance phenomenon.
If informed investors trade before the public announcement of the business combination, their activities should progressively reveal their information (more rapid price discovery is the most often quoted argument in favor of legalizing insider trading activities (see e.g. Meulbroek (1992) ) In such circumstance, we should observe significant CAAR. Figure 3 presents the CAAR path through time. We can see that the CAAR increases for the rumor sub-sample before the event, while it decreases for the no-rumor sub-sample. Table 4 confirms that these evolutions are statistically significant and clearly indicate the presence of information leakages before the public announcement date.
Cumulative Average Abnormal Volume (CAAV)
The return approach is extended to the volume analysis with two adaptations:
• volumes are measured as the natural logarithm of daily traded volume expressed in Euro,
• following Ajinkaya and Jain (1989) and, in the French context, Mai and Tchemeni (1996) , the constant mean model is used as generating process. Figure 4 presents the evolution of the 5 days moving average CAAV. It is shown that in the period preceding the public announcement (up 80 days before), the CAAV of no rumor sub-sample is consistently higher than the one of the rumor sub-sample. The differences are statistically significant (as show in table 4) and let few (if any) place to doubts concerning the presence of information leakages.
PIN behavior
Parameter estimates
As the estimation of the PIN model requires windows of at least 60 days (see Easley et al. (1997) ), we estimate the parameters for each of our sample firm over four different event windows. Figure 5 gives the range of the different windows around the event. The announcement day is day 0.
We estimate the parameters by numerically maximizing the likelihood function given by equation (12) 8 . We decide to not consider the window [−5, +2] because this window is to small to infer values for the different parameters and furthermore the event windows of interest are especially the window just before the event (window 3) and the window after it (window 4). Figure 6 gives the cross-sectional average of the estimated parameters for each window. Surprisingly, the estimated µ, which measures the arrival rate of informed trade, drops down the period prior to the announcement of the business combinations. We expected to have the contrary: if there is effectively information leakage before the event, we anticipate a greater value for the estimated µ for the period before the announcement. The estimated , which measures the arrival rate of uninformed trader, increases significantly in the two last windows. This result can be explain by the fact that uninformed traders have heard rumor prior to the announcement date and then decide to trade. It could be also possible that after the announcement, traders think that it's always possible to make a profit by using this information and consequently trade in the market. The estimated probability of an information event α decreases before the announcement and then increase! And, δ, the estimation that the event is bad, decreases significantly during the period just before the announcement. This result is not surprising for business combination announcements, which usually are on average classified to be value creating events.
The Probability of Informed based Trading
The probability of informed trade is a composite variable reflecting the various parameters characterizing the trade process. This probability is given by equation (9):
We estimate this equation for each sample firm over the four different event windows. Table 5 , Figures 7 and 8 present the cross-sectional average of the PIN for different sub-samples and event windows. Figure 7 suggests that the PIN is more important for the period that goes from day +3 to day +63 (relative to the announcement date). The cross-sectional estimated PIN for the whole sample jumps from an estimated value of 17,84 % for the period just before the announcement to a value of 21,39 % after it. This result is at odd with both the evidences of information leakages presented at section 3.3 and the intuitively excepted behavior around a corporate event such as a business combination.
The decrease of the PIN in window 3 can be explained by the evolution of the arrival rates of both the uninformed and the informed traders.
Indeed, m decreases strongly in this period while e increases, leading to a decrease of the computed PIN. It must also be recognized that the remarkable increase of the average PIN after the announcement date is particularly due to the estimated PIN for target firms, as suggest by Figure 8 . The estimate jumps from 16,45 % to 29,84 % after the event. Nevertheless, the estimated cross-sectional average PIN for the sample excluding the target's firms behaves not as expected: the PIN do not increase during the period prior to the announcement date.
Are these results statistically significant ? In Table 6 , we present significance test of the (cross-sectional) mean difference of the PIN between two event windows 9 . For the whole sample, the PIN is significantly different between the last three event windows. It decreases in window just prior to the announcement date and increases after. The cross-sectional average PIN between the event window 2 and the last window is also significantly different. The PIN does not clearly exhibit the expected behavior around the event date. We don't have as significant results by sub-samples due most probably to the small sample size.
Further Investigations
At the light of results presented in the previous section, the first question coming into mind is to see whether they are not due to some specificities of the used sample of cases. We try to address this question in section 4.1. We then realize a simulation work in order to better understand the behavior of the PIN indicator in response to its determinants (the observed number of buys and number of sells). Based on this simulation work, we finally provide some complementary insights on the results presented up to now. 
Informed based trading and the spread
where b and s represent respectively the arrival rate of uninformed buyers and uninformed sellers. In Figure 9 , we provide the results obtained on our dataset using this modified likelihood function. They do not differ significantly from the ones obtained presented up to now. The estimated parameters can be used to construct a theoretical opening bid and ask prices. As demonstrated by Easley et al. (2002) , the model predicts the percentage opening spread on day I to be:
where σ v is the standard deviation of the daily percentage price change and PISTD i is the predicted percentage spread for stock i. The authors show by regression that indeed PISTD is significantly correlated to observed percentage opening spread.
To address the concern that the results presented in section 3 could be due to sample specificities, we replicate this analysis on our dataset. 
Simulations
Given the result of the previous section, we decide to look forward by analyzing the behavior of the probability of informed trading when we change the input data required for its estimation: the number buys and the number of sells (see equation (11)). Having at our disposal two variables, only two evolutions can be analyzed: either there sum changes while keeping the same relative size or their relative size changes. The first case represents a change in the total volume (the number of buys plus the number of sells is the total observed volume). The second case plays on the ratio of number of buys to the number of sells.
Variations of the total volume
This simulation consists in changing proportionally the number of trades initiated by the buyer and the number of trades initiated by the seller. We proceed as such: let B 0 and S 0 be respectively the vector of the initial number of buys and sells respectively observed each day in the analyzed window for a specific firm. In order to vary the total volume, we apply to this originated sample, the following transformation:
with a
Step varying from 0.5 to 1.5 by increment of 0.05. The same transformation is realized for all firms in our sample. Suppose that, in the original sample, we have X % of informed based trades (and therefore (100 − X) % of uninformed based ones). Our procedure will keep the same proportion across the different simulated samples. We thus expect to have no systematic relation between the total volume and the PIN.
We present here result for the two windows before the event. Figure  10 provides again a surprising result: it seems that the PIN increases with the volume. To validate this, we decide to regress the PIN on the step variable and we obtain a significant estimated coefficient associated with the step of 0.0146 (t stat = 6.53). This result leads us to conclude that there is a positive relation between the PIN and the volume, everything else kept constant. We do not find, up to now, any informed based argument justifying such a result.
Changing the ratio of the number of buys to the number of sells
We now build different samples by playing on ratio of number of buys to the number of sells. The samples are generated in such a way that the total volume stays the same across samples. Let
with a step varying from −0.5 to 1 by increment of 0.05.
What would we expect to observe if the PIN does indeed capture informed based trading? As the ratio of number of buys to the number of sells move away from 1, we should observe a symmetric increase of the PIN. Indeed, the more the number of buys is important relative to the number of sells, the more it should reflect the fact that informed investors are buying in anticipation of a good news (and vice-versa). To sum-up, we expect to have a V-shape with a minimum when the ratio B/S equal 1. Figure 11 gives the simulated PIN found through the first two windows.
At first sight, the Figure 11 suggests that the PIN behaves as explained. But a more careful analysis put into light two somewhat strange results. First, the minimum value of the ratio B/S is not at 1 as expected but approximately at value of 1,2. Second, the slope of the PIN is not symmetric around the minimum. This result was really not excepted because the likelihood function is completely symmetric: you can reverse the number of buys and the number of sells and you will obtain the same likelihood with only one difference, the interpretation of the parameter delta.
According to this result, we are now able to understand more precisely the estimated PIN obtained in section 4. Table 8 provides the daily average sum of the number of buys and the number of sells and the average ratio of the number of buys to the number of sells by windows ([-180,-66], [-65,-6] , [+3,+63]) and sub-samples. We also recall the estimated PIN for each window and sub-sample. The results confirm our simulations results. For example, for the whole sample, the PIN increase from 18.9% in the [-180,-66] window to 21.39% in the [+3,+63] is mainly due to a significant volume increase. For target sub-sample, the PIN goes from 17.9% to 29.8%, which is in this case due to a combined impact of a volume increase and a ratio of number of buys to number of sells decrease.
A second look to the case of mergers and acquisitions
Conclusion
In this paper, we investigate whether the probability of informed based trading (PIN) introduced by Easley and O'Hara in successive works (from 1987 up to nowadays) does indeed capture informed base trading. While the PIN has lead to numerous applications in empirical finance, few works have been more specifically dedicated to this point up to now, Easley et al.
(2002) being a major exception. To put the PIN to the test, we analyze its behavior around a major corporate event. We select the classical case of mergers and acquisitions as it is known that these operations have large value impact (see the classical reference of Jensen and Ruback, 1983) . Trading on the basis of private information can therefore be very rewarding and tempting. Consequently, if the PIN really measures information-based trading, we clearly expect the PIN estimated before the announcement day to be greater than the one measured after.
Unfortunately, we do not obtain the expected result: the estimated PIN is lower for the period before the announcement day than after! At the light of this result, we first try to test whether it is sample specific. At first, our test seems to reject this possible explanation. We then investigate by simulations the PIN behavior. We again find some troubling results. The PIN seems, anything else being kept constant, to be an increasing with the total trading volume. It moreover asymmetrically reacts to a change in the ratio of the number of buys to the number of sells.
To sum up, the main result of this paper is that the PIN behaves not as it would do if it really measures the informed based trading, at least around major corporate events.
Appendix 1 : The Paris Stock Exchange Market Structure
The Paris Stock Exchange is based on a computerized limit-order trading system. In the limit order book, orders are prioritized for execution in terms of price and time: orders for each security are ranked by price limit as they enter the system. For example, buy orders specifying a higher limit are executed before orders with lower limits. Secondly, orders are ranked in chronological order: two buy or sell orders at the same price will be executed in the order in which they arrive on the central book.
Any order sent by a trading member to the market must indicate whether it is a buy or a sell order. It must also specify the order quantity, price and the length of time the order is active. Orders that stipulate no limit price are given priority. In an order-driven market, there is no designated market maker who has the obligation to provide liquidity. By submitting a limit order, a trader is providing other market participants with the ability to execute against his limit order. So, limit orders provide liquidity to those who demand immediacy. At the same time, other investors could trade via market orders and consume liquidity in the market. With a limit order, the investor will execute at a more favorable price than a market order. But the order can be not executed. Orders can also be partially hidden.
The trading day is ten hours, beginning at 7:15 a.m. and ending at 5:30 p.m. Paris local time. From 7:15 a.m. to 9:00 a.m., the market is in pre-opening phase and orders are fed into the centralized order book without any transactions taking place. The market opens at 9:00 a.m. The central computer automatically calculates the opening price named the call auction price at which the largest number of bids and asks can be matched. Starting January 4, 1999, tick size for equity securities is 0.01 for prices up to 50, is 0.05 for prices from 50.05 to 100, is 0.10 for prices from 100.10 to 500, is 0.50 for prices above 500. Euronext can temporarily "reserves" trading in a financial instrument if orders recorded on the central order book would inevitably result in a price beyond a certain threshold referred to as a "reservation threshold". For the CAC 40 index components, fluctuations are limited to plus or minus 10% on the previous day's close initially, followed by swings of plus or minus 5% (with a maximum of two 5% shifts). As each threshold is reached, trading is halted for 15 minutes. Euronext introduced rules on block trading to allow immediate and full execution of such trades at a guaranteed price derived from that available on the central market. Block trades must take place at a price, which falls within the weighted average spread for a standard-size block. Table 1: FIRMS INCLUDED IN THE M&A ANALYZED SAMPLE   Table 1 shows some descriptive statistics about our sample firms. "Event date" corresponds to the announcement day of the business combination. Number of transactions, Market Capitalization and Trading Volume correspond to the daily average computed along the studied period (from day -180 to day +63 relative to the announcement date).
Number Table 2 provides a summary of the main empirical evidences by using the probability of informed trading. This table specified the authors, the concern of their research and in some cases the modifications of the model done. Market participants can learn from the 'openness' of the limit order book.Extension also to allow for limit/market order choice Table 3 provides the evolution of the number of business combination across years. It gives also the evolution of the number of firms implied and their proportion according their role in the business combination (bidder, target or joint-venture).
Year Bidder JV Target # Firms  # Operations  1995  4  1  2  7  7  1996  3  7  3  13  11  1997  11  2  9  22  20  1998  12  5  5  22  19  1999  13  6  6  25  23  2000  17  27  8  52  46  Firm Type  60  48  33  141  126 Table 4 : CAAR AND CAAV ACROSS EVENT WINDOWS Table 7 provides the regression's estimation of the observed opening spread by the theoretical opening spread given in equation (11):
β 1 is the estimated coefficient associated with the theoretical opening-spread. Table 8 provides the daily average of B+S and of the ratio B/S for the event windows of interest. Figure 7 : CROSS-SECTIONAL AVERAGE OF THE PIN (RUMORS OR NOT) Figure 7 gives the evolution of the cross-sectional average of the PIN across event windows and for different sub-samples. Firms are classified in the "rumor" sub-sample if there are rumors prior to the announcement of the operation in which they are involved.On the other hand, an operation will be considered rumor-less if no mention of it can be found in the financial press (we check both the ( Financial Times) and Les Echos newspapers) during a 6-month period prior to the announcement day. The figure 9 presents the evolution of the estimated cross-sectional PIN using the likelihood function which distinguishes arrival rates of uninformed sellers from uninformed buyers (see equation (17)). This likelihood function is given in Easley et al. (2002) . The result observed is similar to the results in section 3: the PIN decreases strongly the period prior to the announcement date and increases after it. Figure 11 shows the evolution of the PIN for the period from day -270 to day -181 (window 1) and from day -180 to day -66 (window 2) with different level of the ratio B/S.
